1. EXTERIOR FINISH AS SPECIFIED
2. WALL SHEATHING
3. INSULATION & STUDS
4. BOTTOM PLATE
5. PRESSURE TREATED SILL PLATE WITH SEALER
6. QUAD-LOCK TRACK - PROVIDES FASTENING SURFACE FOR EXTERIOR FINISH
7. QUAD-LOCK WIRE TOP TIE (8" SHOWN)
8. ANCHOR BOLTS AS SPECIFIED
9. QUAD-LOCK REGULAR 2.25" PANEL
10. QUAD-LOCK TIE (8" YELLOW SHOWN)
11. VERTICAL REINFORCEMENT AS SPECIFIED
12. HORIZONTAL REINFORCEMENT AS SPECIFIED
13. INTERIOR FINISH (GYPSUM WALLBOARD) FASTEN TO QUAD-LOCK TIE FLANGES
14. CUT OUT SQUARE BLOCKS OF FOAM AROUND EVERY LEDGER BOLT
15. WOOD JOISTS AS SPECIFIED
16. SUBFLOOR
17. BLOCKING AS SPECIFIED
18. LEDGER BOARD WITH ANCHOR BOLTS AS SPECIFIED
19. INTERIOR FINISH